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About This Game

About Brick Breaker Halloween

Arkanoid is a retro arcade game that was one of the most famous games in history. Now Arkanoid came back on desktop
devices with beautiful Halloween design! Enjoy all 150 unique levels and epic game features!

Every fifteenth level is special, because it has a boss. Every boss has special abilities encounter themed bosses as bats, ghosts,
witch's, zombies and much more.

For help with clearing bricks, all levels have special power ups. You get power ups from destroyed bricks and when you have
almost cleared level. You can find power ups like exploding ball, laser, special large ball, shield and more.

During playing you will discover amazing locations. Every location contains 3 beautiful backgrounds from places like
mysterious graves, dark castle, abandoned farm, witches meeting... so you can enjoy great mysterious/Halloween mood.
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The whole game is fast and contain fun destruction, so you can enjoy brick breaker in a arcade style!

How to play?

For move the bar use the left and right arrow and click the space bar to launch the ball. Click on pause and you can in setting
change the difficulty between easy, medium, hard. You can also set the sounds and music off / on.

Game features

√ 150 unique levels
√ Amazing places like castle, cemetery, abandoned farm and much more!

√ Fight against epic bosses
√ Ultimate destruction & Awesome power ups

√ Stunning graphics
√ A lot different type of bricks

√ Perfect Halloween mood
...and much more!
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Title: Brick Breaker Halloween
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Moravia Games
Publisher:
Sedoc LLC
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 8800, Radeon HD 2000, Pixel Shader 3.0, 256 MB discrete RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 80 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English
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Simple but satisfying breakout game. You can switch between using mouse or keyboard to control the paddle via the Settings
screen.

I made it to Stage 4 on my first try at medium difficulty. There's 15 screens per stage and the final screen of the stage is a boss
fight.

Power-ups are the standard in break out type games - large ball, laser paddle, large paddle, multi-ball, bumper guard, exploding
ball,

Pretty much standard brick types too; standard, hardened, invulnerable, invisible, switches, moving bricks, ect.

All in all, it scratches the itch for a new variation of the standard break out game. And at the price, definitely worth it..
EDIT-12\/8\/2018 MOUSE CONTROL!!! Great addition, and adds much to play, game length, and ball control (or seems to for
me. Especially improved by mouse control is ball aiming! Section on lack of mouse control removed.) Also, pressing ESC out of
habit (to pause) no longer exits the game. (Perhaps the best sign of a good game is attentive developers. If so HA2 will do very
well. Thank you!)

As a player who has an almost obsessive interest in the PONG, Breakout, Arkanoid genre of arcade game, Halloween Arkanoid
2 (HA2) was pretty much a certainty (at least at this very reasonable price.) While I\u2019ve been playing such games since my
Odyssey console in 1973 included a PONG game, I won\u2019t begin to say I\u2019m proficient. But I can speak from more
than four decades of intermittent experience.

Please keep in mind that what may be its biggest plus may also be its biggest (review) negative: 150 levels. I can\u2019t begin to
comment on more than the first handful of levels within the first few hours of release, or the increasing originality of levels that
a player would both hope for and assume. But since many aspects are almost certainly universal, many of them can be safely
discussed. (And this review can be edited over time.)

Confusing to me is the purpose for the scoring available on each level. Perhaps this has meaning further on, but without
leaderboards or any obvious use for scores (beyond a HIGHSCORE selection on the Main Menu, purpose for which is
unclear...Grand Total perhaps?), it seems more reasonable to not assign values to blocks at all, since scoring seems to have little
critical purpose, and only clearing the field seems to matter for level progression. (I hope to find myself corrected by
developers, and perhaps have it also included within the game in some manner.)

What DOES HA2 offer? The paddle is able to extend all the way to, and even beyond the edge, and that\u2019s a feature
I\u2019d like to see more often. Another very nice feature is that pretty much any contact between paddle and ball will act to
rebound the ball into play instead of a corner nick knocking the ball downward. And as mentioned above, there are enough
powerups to virtually drown the average player. No, there is no clever or interesting backstory (nor is it practical to expect one at
this price), and this player is certainly most curious as too just how far new ideas and concepts can expand in 150 levels. And
it\u2019s also a strong feature that each level is individual, and only needs to be defeated once to remain unlocked forever as it
unlocks the next level in sequence.

Is Halloween Arknoid 2 for you? At this price, my personal choice is a resounding \u201cYES!\u201d However, I\u2019m in
the fortunate position to be able to buy pretty much as many of them as I wish (since none are expensive.), Most gamers do not
have this freedom, and must be cautious in their choosing. With so many choices of this genre on Steam at approximately the
same price range, I suspect the mouse issue will be a deal breaker for many.

Thank you.
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Lunar Sale 50% off - Brick Breaker Halloween:

Brick Breaker Halloween is on sale now for 50% off!

Get the game with discount: https://store.steampowered.com/app/979450/Brick_Breaker_Halloween/

Have any feedback or suggestions? Let us know!
. Halloween Arkanoid 2 Lets Play Video:
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RELEASE DATE. Halloween Arkanoid 2 now Brick Breaker Halloween!:

REBRANDING. Halloween Arkanoid 2 RELEASED!:

HALLOWEEN ARKANOID 2 RELEASED ON STEAM!
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